Ashcroft® custom-designed dials enhance a pressure gauge or dial thermometer by providing clear and specific application information, greater visual appeal and brand visibility.

Our graphics expertise and unique printing process make nearly anything possible, including multiple colors*, scales, visual operating ranges and custom company logos.

(*Metallic inks not available.)
Ashcroft offers a custom dial printing option to enhance your pressure and temperature instruments!

**TAG NUMBERS**
Tag numbers, approvals or application directives provide operators with essential technical information for easy communication and documentation.

**ZONE INDICATORS**
Zones marked with color bands allow operators to quickly identify and process pressure measurements in safe, cautious or dangerous states.

**ALTERNATE SCALES**
Alternate scale options, including torque, temperature and force, relating pressure to scales that better fit your application.

**MULTIPLE SCALES**
Single, double and triple scales clearly display pressure readings.

**COMPANY LOGO**
High-resolution custom logos let operators know who is protecting their process simply by looking at the dial.

**COLOR ACCURACY**
True PMS® ink matching and opaque white ink are UV cured to resist fading. We supply PDF approval proofs.